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ONE

largely potato-based

The angel was wearing L-plates. Her wings were bent, her 
halo hung at an angle and she swayed on her feet like she 
was standing on the deck of a ship. 

From behind the counter of the Deep Sea, Beth watched 
and waited. If this is a messenger from God, she thought, 
then He is having a laugh.

The angel put an arm out to steady herself. Her hand 
connected with the person coming into the shop behind her 
and she grabbed a handful of his jacket and hung on. They 
staggered against one another, making it hard to tell whether 
they were fighting or holding each other up. A trace of perfume 
and spilled beer drifted across the counter but was quickly 
swallowed by the clouds of hot chip fat. The familiar smell 
barely registered with Beth anymore, unless in the wake of 
some passing interruption.

The guy wrapped an arm around the angel’s waist and 
tried to kiss her, crumpling the L-plate safety-pinned to her 
back, just below her wings. She leant back, avoiding his face. 
‘Will you quit it?’ she said.

‘Aw c’mon, Angel. You might get run over by a bus 
tomorrow.’

To give him his due, thought Beth, he’s not wrong. That 
could happen. ‘Salt?’ she asked. Neither of them heard her. 
They were too wrapped up in each other. She shook some 
salt onto the chips anyway and stacked the parcels on the 
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counter, feeling their heavy warmth settle within the paper. 
The angel was laughing now and nodding. Her halo wobbled 
as the guy pulled her close again. They kissed messily then 
stood grinning at each other, their faces shining and wet under 
the fluorescent shop lights.

‘That’ll be three pound fifty,’ Beth said, raising her voice 
just a little.

The guy dug out some change and crashed it down on the 
counter. Then they picked up their chips and were gone. 

Outside, through the plate glass window, Beth could see a 
whole flock of angels. A host. They all had pink wings and 
haloes and greeted the couple with cheers. The girl responded 
by winding her arms around the guy’s neck and kissing him 
again. He held the chips safely out of reach with one hand 
and slid the other under the angel’s tutu. This time her halo 
came loose altogether and fell to the pavement. The host 
squealed and clapped. Three of them linked arms and started 
to dance along the pavement, skipping from side to side. Off 
to see the wizard. The rest followed. Beth watched them 
recede into the neon-painted darkness of just one more 
Saturday night. 

Tonight, like other weekend nights, was busy in the Deep Sea, 
especially after pub closing time when the street acted as a 
funnel for the drunk and lost to drain out of the city centre. 
They trailed through looking for food, taxis, somewhere still 
open to drink, someone to talk to, fight with, kiss. Beth 
managed, despite running the place on her own.

Before leaving her to it after the dinner-time rush, Gianni 
had made sure she had plenty of stock. The double fridges 
through the back were bulging with fish, pies, sausages, 
chicken, black puddings and enough batter to drown a horse, 
plus three huge vats of chipped potatoes submerged in cold 
water. She’d haul these through to the front shop one at a 
time as she needed them. 

‘You’re all set,’ Gianni had said running a comb through 
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his black hair, smoothing it down and checking his reflection 
in the mirror. He’d changed into a clean shirt, top two buttons 
left undone, silver St Christopher pendant showing. ‘Phone 
me if the place burns down. Otherwise, don’t disturb. Okay?’ 
She assured him she wouldn’t. ‘Feeling lucky tonight!’ he’d 
said, and swung out of the shop in a cloud of hopeful 
aftershave. He was headed for the pubs and clubs of the city 
centre in search of his second wife. He said he knew she was 
there somewhere, it was only a question of looking. The final 
interviews, however, would always be conducted by his 
mother. 

Beth had met Gianni’s mamma a few times and shuddered 
at the memory. Luisa dressed in black and dyed her hair to 
match, rehearsing the role of widow while Tony, her husband, 
rehearsed the role of corpse. Tony had retired years ago 
although his name was still painted on the old chip van parked 
round the back. A framed photo of the van in its heyday, 
dazzling white and decorated with cartoon fish and burgers, 
hung on the back wall like a favoured relation from a more 
optimistic past. Now it was virtually a museum piece, its sides 
scabbed with rust. Tony’s Chi clung on in pale blue letters 
above the cab. They still used it for ferrying stock around 
and for parking outside the football and poaching some trade 
from the flashier trailer shops. 

Last time she’d seen her, Luisa had pinched Beth’s arm and 
said she was too thin and that it wasn’t good for business. 
People would think there was something wrong with the food. 
She reminded Beth of the witch in Hansel and Gretel. Or was 
it the wicked step-mother? Or perhaps some cross between 
the two? Maybe it was just that she didn’t understand mothers. 
A possibility since she’d never had one.

Her childhood, as far as she could remember, had been largely 
potato-based. She didn’t think about it often. When she did, 
she could hardly remember the faces of the grandparents who 
had raised her. Her memory had recast them in fuzzy black 
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and white and their features were fading at the edges. She 
tried not to think about them too much, in case she wore out 
what was left. What she remembered best was the potatoes: 
boiled, mashed, chipped, roasted, no meal complete without 
them. The smell of the peelings in the sink, the slimy starch 
of them between her fingers when she scooped them out of 
the plug hole and squeezed the water out. Even now, the 
turned-earth smell of peeled potatoes took her back to a time 
when her life was, if not exactly idyllic, then at least only 
partly screwed up. She’d never had a completely clean slate, 
coming into life with the debit column already carrying a 
couple of entries: her father before she was born and her 
mother shortly afterwards. Her gran had done her best but 
her heart hadn’t been in it. Her grandad had been a vague 
presence, as men of his generation were in the lives of children. 
And then they were gone. 

She half-filled one of the long-handled wire baskets with 
the rest of the uncooked chips from the second vat of the 
night and shook the excess water off over the sink. Working 
alone suited her fine. She operated on auto-pilot and didn’t 
have to think about much of anything. She sank the basket 
into the fryer, watched the chips taken by the brown foaming 
bubbles, listened to the busy hiss of hot fat.

Junction Street was topped by a broad intersection at its 
northern end, the meeting point for three main roads heading 
out of town. From there it narrowed into a single hardened 
artery reaching south. The street was home to the Deep Sea 
and half a dozen other fast food places, arcades, late-opening 
bars and night clubs. But the twenty-first century reached 
only as high as the lampposts. From there on up, the buildings 
were the same dirty stone tenements that had lined the street 
for over a hundred years: not that old compared to the rest 
of the city but old enough to harbour a few ghosts. Some of 
the buildings had been altered over the years: stories added, 
others taken away, creating an uneven jumble of flat and 
pitched rooftops that reached upwards, back into the darkness. 
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Beth watched Saturday night flash past the window. People 
moved in waves back and forth, closing in then parting 
again, like theatre scenery being wheeled on and off. Her 
own face reflected back at her from the glass, broken into 
pieces by the lights from outside: one eye dissolved in the 
red flare of a traffic light, her mouth taken by a speeding 
taxi. She closed her eyes and listened. Underneath the churn 
of traffic there was the familiar stream of human noise: 
shouts and screams, the clatter of running feet, snatches of 
song, wild laughter. Unchanged in the two years she had 
worked there. Unchanged probably since the year dot. It’s 
always been like this, she thought, the only difference now 
is better lighting.

She opened her eyes as an ambulance tore past, sirens 
howling, heading for the troublesome heart of the city. Sirens 
were part of the soundtrack of Junction Street. The fire 
station was nearby and the engines would regularly burst 
out of a side street and speed off, jumping the lights on the 
wrong side. And there were always police cars. More around 
closing time as arguments became things to be settled with 
fists. That was the third ambulance tonight. Beth had been 
counting. Not out of concern, or sympathy, or even morbid 
curiosity. It was just something to do. Tonight’s scoreboard 
said: 3 ambulances, 4 police cars, 1 fire engine, 2 stag parties, 
1 hen night, 46 bags of chips, 25 fish, 17 smoked sausages, 
3 indecent proposals and 2 death threats. No partridges or 
pear trees, yet. But she was trying to keep an open mind. 

She gave the basket a shake. The chips were starting to 
turn golden but weren’t quite cooked yet. A horn blast pulled 
her attention back to the street. She blinked a couple of times, 
not sure she was really seeing what she thought she was 
seeing.

A large monkey leapt from the path of a red and white 
bus and onto the traffic island. He turned and made a distinctly 
human gesture at the bus driver. 
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Usually stag parties restricted themselves to stupid hats and 
matching t-shirts, sometimes kilts and tammies. But now she 
thought of it, there had been a group last week wearing grass 
skirts, garlands of flowers and huge, plastic breasts. They’d 
barely been able to stand upright for laughing at each other. 
Maybe a monkey wasn’t all that surprising, apart from the 
fact that he was alone. A missing link. 

The bus pulled away and the monkey stood for a while, a 
forlorn look about him as if unsure what to do next. Beth 
saw him perk up when he spotted the chip shop. He crossed 
the road in a knuckle-dragging lope and came inside. His hair 
was matted and his rubber face looked strangely sad as he 
hopped about, scratching his armpits and making monkey 
noises. She watched him. What did he think he was doing? 
Eventually he slowed, then stopped and asked for a bag of 
chips. 

‘Oh go on. Smile,’ he said, ‘it might never happen!’ 
She glared at him. 
‘You’re a right miserable cow, you know that?’ 
‘One seventy-five.’ 
The monkey took his chips and went outside. 
Why didn’t he take the head and hands off at least? It’d 

make eating a whole lot easier. She watched as he fumbled 
with the wrapper and was jostled from behind by a guy of 
about twenty in a white tracksuit. There were a few others, 
all gold chains and dangerously clean trainers. One shoved 
the monkey, making him stumble, and another snatched the 
bag out of his hand, spun on his heel and started walking 
backwards, eating and laughing. The monkey protested and 
was rewarded with a thrown chip which bounced off his 
rubber nose. One of the group gave him another shove before 
they shouldered off up the street laughing and chucking chips 
at each other. The monkey stood there, his hairy shoulders 
slumped. He might be an idiot, she thought, but he didn’t 
deserve that. She wrapped another bag and took it to the 
door. 
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‘Here.’ She held it out towards him.
It took a few seconds for the penny to drop. ‘For me? 

Wow, that’s really . . . Look. I’m sorry about the whole cow 
thing. I mean, I shouldn’t have—’ 

Beth closed the door and went back to work. From the 
corner of her eye, she was aware of him standing there, letting 
his free chips go cold before he turned and walked away. She 
looked up then and watched as he crossed the road and 
shambled towards the entrance of Fantasy Island. 

A new addition since the old night club had burned down 
last year, the lap-dancing bar had brought a different kind of 
custom to Junction Street. She watched the men who 
approached the entrance, alone and in groups. Not out of 
any particular interest but it was something else to do when 
she got bored with counting things. She played: ‘Will they, 
won’t they?’ to pass the time and wasn’t often wrong. The 
groups acted differently from the single men with shouts and 
laughter, a few shoves, a bit of play fighting. Usually, the 
more noise they made, the less likely they were to go inside. 
The men who went in alone arrived by taxi and entered 
quickly, disappearing into the dark space between two neon 
palm trees. She couldn’t fathom what it was all about. Were 
they all really so hopeless that they couldn’t find anyone 
who’d take their clothes off for free? 

She had the monkey down as a ‘Won’t’. He looked far too 
interested in his chips. He ignored the doorway, but slowed 
to look at the glowing pink and blue trees along the frontage. 
Silhouettes of women with exaggerated curves and minute 
waists hung from the trees like fruit. She remembered reading 
somewhere that a real human being with the build of a Barbie 
doll would be unable to walk upright without her spine 
crumbling and her tiny ankles shattering. If she wanted to 
get anywhere, she would have to crawl, on her hands and 
knees.
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TWO

not a bird to be trifled with

Amber snapped out a bubble and chewed the gum back into 
her mouth. Bending over the waist-high wall that ran along 
the edge of Fantasy Island’s rooftop, she watched a pigeon 
flap out from the eaves and cross the short distance to the 
next building. Where she stood, the club’s flat top was hemmed 
in by a sagging assortment of tiled gables laden with chimney 
stacks and aerials. Down below, people hurried by, their breath 
puffing out in little clouds. She leant on her forearms and 
adjusted her grip on the outer edge of the wall. It was too 
cold for this, but work was work, and money was money. 
She kept her legs braced, pelvis tilted back and up, and rocked 
back and forth on the balls of her feet. John’s voice sounded 
muffled, coming from above and behind her. 

‘You want it, don’t you?’
John was pretty easy as a customer, but he did like to talk. 

‘Oh yeah, uh huh, I want it, I want it so much.’ She should 
really charge extra for talking. Have a rate-per-word, like a 
journalist or something. She blew another bubble and gave 
an annoyed tsk when a long strand of hair stuck to her lip. 
She pulled at it with one hand, letting her weight rest against 
the wall.

‘Oh Jesus, you love it, you dirty bitch.’
‘Hmm . . . hmm.’ Fucksake. How long was he going to 

take? He was certainly getting his fifty quid’s worth tonight. 
She should have charged more, but it all counted, all went 
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into the fund. Her nest egg was building up nicely. She did 
some mental arithmetic, totting up her week’s earnings in time 
with John’s forward thrusts; at this rate, it’d take another six 
months before she had enough. 

John gave a little whimper. Finally. Then he relaxed against 
her, crushing her onto the wall. She felt the old stones give a 
little and watched a puff of mortar sift downwards through 
the streetlights. Christ, the wall was going to give way and 
they’d both be head first into the street. 

‘Get off, will you?’ 
John grunted and picked himself up, stepped back and 

pulled the johnny off, threw it behind a chimney stack and 
zipped his trousers. She straightened her skirt and held out 
her hand. He gave her some notes which she counted before 
stuffing into the side pocket of her jacket. He pulled out a 
pack of cigarettes. 

‘Smoke?’ he asked. Now their business was done, his voice 
had softened and he sounded like he was passing the time of 
day after buying a paper. 

‘Yeah. Thanks.’ 
He lit two cigarettes and handed her one. ‘You know it 

doesn’t have to be like this,’ he said. She drew on her cigarette 
and ignored him. John wasn’t a stupid man, but he did seem 
to be a bit thick when it came to this particular argument. 
‘Why don’t you stop making life hard on yourself?’ he 
persisted. ‘You know I’d take good care of you.’ 

‘I told you. I’m not for sale.’
John spat smoke and laughed. ‘Is that right?’ He looked 

her up and down and widened his eyes in mock surprise.
‘You know what I mean. This,’ she waved a brusque hand 

at her outfit, taking in the short skirt, the platform shoes, ‘is 
only temporary. I’ve got other plans.’ 

‘Shame,’ he said and turned away from her. ‘Because 
business is looking up.’

‘Fantastic. You can give us all a raise and fix the hot water 
in that shit-hole you call a dressing room.’
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He laughed like she’d made a joke. ‘If this deal comes off, 
you can have a Jacuzzi in there.’ 

‘Coke again, is it?’
He nodded and blew smoke out the side of his mouth. 

‘That’s where the money is.’ 
She nodded. John was harmless enough, as far as his type 

went. At least you knew where you were with him. What 
he wanted from her was someone he could dress in designer 
gear and use as an accessory, with the bonus of being able 
to fuck her for free whenever he felt like it. Considering the 
amount of business he’d given her recently, he probably 
reckoned it’d be cheaper to put her on the domestic payroll. 
If she took him up on the offer, he’d no doubt want her to 
stop taking other customers and stop dancing too. She 
wouldn’t miss either of those things but there was no way 
she wanted to belong to anyone, full time. She wasn’t sticking 
around. This wasn’t her life; it was just a job. A means to 
an end. 

John ground his cigarette out on the wall and flicked the 
butt over the edge. ‘You’re a smart girl, Amber. This is the 
last time I’ll make the offer. Just think about it is all I’m 
saying.’ He walked to the hatch leading to the cramped 
stairwell that spiralled back down into the body of the club 
and disappeared inside. 

After a few moments, she heard the lower door bang closed 
behind him. She’d had worse bosses. Compared to some of 
the bastards in this business, John was a fucking prince. He 
paid a decent hourly rate and allowed the girls to keep their 
tips as long as they managed to push a few bottles of overpriced 
fizz to the punters. In some clubs, the management actually 
had the neck to charge the girls for their time on stage – a 
cost they had to make back in tips and bar tabs before making 
a penny for themselves. On a slow night you could end up 
owing the club money. Fuck that. 

She finished her cigarette. On the wall below, a CCTV 
camera mounted on a bracket swivelled back and forth, taking 
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in the street and all its tiny dramas. She followed its gaze. 
Everyone was going somewhere, some of them staggering and 
weaving, but none the less on their way. Junction Street was 
like a giant tarmac conveyor belt between leaving and arriving. 
It wasn’t somewhere you stopped.

Tucked between the photo shop and the bookies, Phoenix 
Tattoo was in darkness. It had been a decade since she’d first 
walked in there, never imagining that all these years later 
she’d be back in Junction Street again. But life hadn’t worked 
out the way she’d planned.

When she’d first gone in, Mac had squinted at her drawing, 
pulled a hinged lamp out from the wall and smoothed the 
paper out with his big hands. A strand of white hair escaped 
from its band and fell over his eyes. He hooked it behind his 
ear. Amber guessed he must be in his fifties or even sixties. 
Tall and wiry, with intelligent grey eyes, he wore a long-sleeved 
shirt, the cuffs rolled up, showing sinewy forearms covered 
with ancient blue-black tattoos. He whistled through his teeth 
and looked at her. ‘That’s a lot of work. A lot of time.’

‘I know.’
‘It’ll hurt. Especially over the bone.’ He gave her an 

appraising look. ‘And you don’t look like you’ve got a lot of 
padding.’

‘Not a problem.’
They’d looked at the sketch together. In black biro she’d 

drawn an outline of her back with her design penned over it. 
The wings spread from between her shoulder blades and 
fanned out to the tops of her arms. Below, they tapered to 
meet at the base of her spine. She had filled in some feathers 
along the outer edges, a few with the barbs radiating out in 
fine lines from the shaft, but she hadn’t completed the drawing. 

‘Okay. You want it exactly like you’ve done here?’
‘That size but I’m hoping you can fill in more detail.’
He smiled. ‘Sure. I can do that. I’m guessing you see the 

feathers as more eagle than sparrow?’
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‘I want the feathers like this,’ she said and pulled a 
hardback book from her shoulder bag. It was a large book, 
thick as a phone directory but narrower, and well worn. The 
front cover was filled edge to edge with a drawing of an 
owl. This was not a bird to be trifled with. Its curved talons 
gripped a torn stump of wood, the head turned sideways on 
the body so that the eyes glared straight out; alien and pitiless 
circles of black, like water at the bottom of a deep well. 
The razor hook of a beak was a ready weapon, an implicit 
threat. She felt a familiar swoop of dread looking into the 
bird’s implacable features but forced the fear down and 
raised her chin. It was time to put childhood nightmares 
behind her and claim the strength and the power of those 
wings for herself. 

Mac was nodding, examining the tortoiseshell layering; the 
short, wide feathers of the upper portion tucked over the 
longer, darker, primary feathers that were the colour of a 
lion’s mane. ‘Can I keep this for reference till we’re done?’ 
he asked. He looked up and caught her reluctant expression. 
‘If you don’t trust me enough to look after your book then 
we’re in trouble. You’ll have to trust me with something far 
more valuable if you want me to do this work.’ 

She frowned at him, puzzled.
‘Your skin,’ he said gently, ‘is worth more than any book.’
She nodded, making an instant judgement. ‘I trust you 

enough.’ 
‘Good,’ he said. ‘I’d like to be able to go on trust as well, 

but I’m afraid you’re going to have to show me some ID.’ 
He shrugged apologetically. ‘Have to stay legal or I lose my 
licence.’ 

‘Of course.’ She handed over the copy she’d made of her 
birth certificate. 

‘Hey, happy birthday.’ Mac folded it and handed it back 
to her. ‘This your eighteenth present to yourself then?’ 

‘Thanks. Yeah, something like that.’
The first time he saw her naked back he’d paused and 
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traced a finger down her scar and out over the constellation 
of blue dots already inked there. ‘Do you want me to cover 
these?’ was all he ever asked. She’d told him Yes and they 
hadn’t discussed it again. 

She’d spent hours, over weeks, straddling a reversed chair, 
leaning forwards, listening to the buzz of the needle. Mac 
hadn’t been lying – it hurt like fuck but it was a good kind 
of pain and after a while it wasn’t pain at all, just a sharp, 
prickling heat. She was reclaiming her body and each line, 
each drop of ink that went into her new wings made her 
stronger. 

Now, ten years later, on the opposite side of the street, she 
winced as a thin blade of pain slid under her shoulder sending 
tingles down her left arm. Ignoring it wasn’t going to work 
this time. She fished in her pockets and pulled out a blister 
pack of pills, popped a couple out, dry swallowed them and 
steadied herself against the wall, closing her eyes and focusing 
on her breathing. 

A sudden scuffing noise broke her concentration and she 
felt the stones shift a little under her weight. She opened her 
eyes in time to see a piece of slate detach itself from the short 
gable below and slip out, like a card from a deck, and fall 
towards the street. She followed its descent in slow motion.

Down below, a guy in a monkey suit was walking in front 
of the club, looking at the dangling neon women, his head 
tilted to one side. The slate was heading straight for him. All 
she could do was watch. Even if she called out to warn him, 
he’d probably just look up and get it right in the face. At the 
last moment he seemed to speed up and the slate shattered 
on the pavement behind, missing him by inches. He jumped, 
scattering a few of his chips on the pavement before turning 
and looking up towards the top of the building. Amber backed 
away from the edge into the deeper shadows. 

John’s voice echoed up from the stairwell behind her. ‘Hey, 
Amber, c’mon. Get your arse down here. You’re on.’
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‘Okay, okay. Keep your hair on,’ she called as she swung 
through the hatch onto the stairs. 

She dumped her coat and most of the rest of her clothes in 
the cramped box that passed as a changing room for as many 
as six girls at a time. It was empty now. The walls were bare 
brickwork and a long mirror ran the length of one wall above 
a low wooden shelf cluttered with makeup and cans of 
hairspray. A jumbled rack of costumes and coats was pushed 
up against the far end, the floor beneath strewn with assorted 
shoes and boots. To the right was a door without a lock 
leading to a single toilet and wash-hand basin. She looked at 
herself in the mirror and swiped a finger under her eyes to 
tidy her smudged eyeliner. She rummaged amongst the rubble 
on the shelf till she found an antiperspirant spray and directed 
a blast into each armpit then fluffed her hair up. That’d have 
to do.

Wearing a halter top and g-string, she left the dressing 
room and walked along the short corridor into the club room. 
The stage was a raised platform at the rear with a metal pole 
in the middle, fixed to the low ceiling. She paused at the bar 
to collect a dishcloth then climbed up. She gave the pole a 
business-like wipe-down then threw the cloth to the back of 
the stage. Fran had been on before her, leaving it greasy with 
that bloody stupid body glitter she insisted on wearing. Wasn’t 
a problem for Fran since she didn’t really work the pole, just 
minced around and rubbed up against it like a stray cat. But 
if you wanted to try any proper moves, a greasy pole with 
no grip was a good way to break your neck.

She took hold of the cold metal with one hand, hooked a 
knee round, leant back and swung wide. She pivoted round 
on one six-inch Perspex platform shoe, letting her head fall 
back and her hair swing. She scanned the upside-down room. 
The bar wasn’t particularly full: half a dozen single guys, one 
subdued looking stag party and a small group of businessmen 
with flushed faces and loose ties. A couple of girls were 
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working the room, their pink skin marking them out among 
the dark suits like a different species. Sophie, a student with 
eye-watering debts, trying to get through the final year of a 
degree in Spanish and Business Studies. Fran, single mother, 
two kids and a day job in a bakery, struggling to hold on to 
the house since her husband died in an accident at work. 
They were a different species all right: the clothed and the 
naked, those with money and those without. 

She let her mind drift and went through her set thinking 
about all the places she was going to see when she eventually 
got out of here. New York, definitely. She liked cities. But 
there would be other places too. Jungles and deserts, waterfalls 
and mountains, Machu Pichu, the Grand Canyon, Iceland. 
She played the alphabet game: ‘I bought my ticket and I went 
to . . .’ starting with A and trying not to stop in the same 
country twice. Ayer’s Rock, Buenos Aires, Casablanca, Delhi, 
East Berlin . . . She got to Vietnam without dropping a 
destination by the time she came to the end of her number. 
She stooped to retrieve her g-string and left the stage. 

In the changing room she put on a short strappy dress that 
was virtually transparent. Better get out on the floor and talk 
to those businessmen; they looked like the biggest spenders. 

John was sitting by the bar and beckoned her over. ‘Drink?’ 
he asked. 

‘Go on then. A quick one. Don’t want anyone thinking I’m 
getting preferential treatment.’ 

John looked over at the other two girls. ‘So what if you 
are?’

It wasn’t that she gave a toss what the other girls thought 
but she didn’t want to encourage John. She should have turned 
him down but the pills hadn’t kicked in yet and she needed 
a drink. A swift double should do the trick. 

As John talked, she noticed two men enter the bar and 
take a table in one of the booths at the back. The way the 
older man’s gaze swept the room, skipping over the girls but 
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snagging on the suits told her these were no ordinary punters. 
He had short silver hair and deeply tanned skin and was 
dressed in an expensive suit. Hard to guess at his age. He 
was slim and moved with a lightness that made his body seem 
younger than his face. The other guy looked like trouble 
straight off: young and overly muscular with a narrow shaved 
head. The bouncers would normally have knocked him back, 
but not in his present company. Silverhair didn’t look like 
someone you’d want to cross. His eyes came to rest where 
she was sitting with John at the bar. He ignored her but 
acknowledged John with a nod just as one of the doormen 
appeared at their side. ‘A Mr Murdoch here to see you,’ he 
said to John in a low voice. 

John stood up and put his drink on the bar. ‘Sorry, doll. 
Catch up with you later. Business.’ His face looked waxy under 
a thin covering of sweat. ‘Why don’t you go and see if the girls 
want anything from the chippy?’ he said. ‘Go on, off you go.’ 
He squeezed her arm then made his way towards the two 
strangers. Amber watched him shake their hands, smiling far 
more than he usually did. She’d never seen him look nervous. 
He regularly dealt with some dodgy people but these two looked 
different. They looked like seriously bad news.

Wearing an almost floor length greatcoat over her tiny dress, 
she stood in the doorway of the dancers’ dressing room holding 
a list.

‘Two small chips, just salt, one portion of onion rings and 
a single sausage. Hey, Fran? You going to eat that or is it for 
your new act?’ She laughed and ducked as Fran launched a 
copy of Hello! at her. It flapped overhead and landed behind 
her in the corridor. She picked it up and rolled it into a tube 
in her hands.

‘You are a sick, sick puppy!’ Fran laughed. ‘You’re just 
jealous of my healthy relationship with food.’ She turned her 
back, put one foot on a chair and leant over to adjust the 
straps on her shoes, presenting an irresistible target. Amber 
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took aim, released the rolled up magazine, then bolted, closing 
the door on Fran’s shouted threats, calling back, ‘Won’t be 
long,’ as she swept down the corridor.

She pulled the coat tight around her body, went down the 
narrow stairway and out between the neon trees. Compared 
to the dimly-lit fug inside, the exhaust fumes and cold gusts 
blowing along the street felt fresh. She pulled her collar up 
and headed for the green man. She wasn’t taking any 
unnecessary risks. Not in these shoes. She pressed the button 
and waited. 
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